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Abstract: According to modern era, peoples have number of bikes, for the most part 
determined by inward burning motors, and the contaminations, carbon monoxide (CO) 
and unburnt hydrocarbons (HC), created by bike are in charge of over 10% of the air 
poisons discharged to the air. The examinations demonstrate that the inward burning 
motors of bikes may create up to multiple times a larger number of contaminations than 
those of vehicles. So as to improve the air contamination condition and take out the toxins 
depleting, this paper shows another thought of utilizing packed air as the power hotspots 
for cruisers. Rather than an inner burning motor, this cruiser is outfitted with an air 
engine, which changes the vitality of the packed air into mechanical movement vitality. A 
model is worked with a fluffy rationale speed controller and tried on the genuine street. 
The analysis information demonstrates that the speed blunder is inside 1 km/h and the 
proficiency is above 70% for this framework when the speed is more than 20 km/h.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The air contamination, as of late accepted as the purpose behind causing the dangerous 
atmospheric devation and emotional environmental difference in the earth, has been a serious 
issue for a long time. One noteworthy wellspring of the air contaminations is produced by 
consuming the inner burning motors for transportation vehicles[1]. There are fundamentally 
three types of poisons delivered from vehicles: unburnt hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide 
(CO), and oxides of nitrogen (NOx).As an infamous model, the cruisers are the most famous 
transportation vehicle in Taiwan with aggregate sum more than 13million[2].  

The toxins, unburnt hydrocarbons (HC) and carbonmonoxide (CO), created by cruisers are in 
charge of over 10% of the air contaminations in Taiwan.According to the investigations of 
Taiwan EPA, the 50 cc bike (two-stroke motor) transmits 2.7 occasions as mass of carbon 
monoxide (CO) and 6.7 occasions as much unburnt hydrocarbons as vehicle delivered in 
grams per kilometer.For 125 cc bike (four-stroke motor), it is 2.4 occasions and 3.1 occasions 
as much as car delivered, respectively.For the origination of green energy,in this paper, we 
propose another structure of bike which uses the compacted air as its capacity source with the 
goal that it will be really free of contamination for nature[3]–[9].  

The air engines convert the vitality of packed air into the mechanical transportation vitality. 
When all is said in done, they are more secure, cleaner,cheaper and with higher capacity to-
weight proportion contrasted with electrical engines . The motivation behind these motors is 
attempting to lessen air pollution.In request to improve the air contamination condition and 
kill the poisons depleting to the environment, a model bike utilizing a compacted air as its 
capacity source is displayed in this paper. A fluffy rationale speed controller is likewise 
created to keep up the steady speed movement.  

2. METHODOLOGY 
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A bike running with compacted air as fuel is Air controlled bike. It is a cruiser which uses the 
packed air as its capacity source so it will be genuinely free of contamination for the 
environment. The air engines convert the vitality of compacted air into themechanical 
transportation vitality[10], [11].  

3. PORTIONS OF AIR POWERED MOTORCYCLE  

1) Air Tank  

2) Filter/Lubricant  

3) Electronic Control Valve  

4) Air stream meter  

5) Air Motor  

6) Pressure sensor  

7) Digital controller  

4. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Fig demonstrates the sketch guide of a vane-type air engine. There is a rotational drive shaft 
with four slots, each of which is fitted with an unreservedly sliding rectangular vane. At the 
point when the drive shaft begins to rotate, the vanes will in general slide outward because of 
divergent power and are constrained by the state of the rotor lodging. Contingent upon the 
stream heading, this engine will turn in either clockwise or counter clockwise bearings.  

The distinction of pneumatic force at the bay and outlet will give the torque required to move 
the pole. Thus, the higher stream rate and the bigger weight distinction will give bigger toque 
on the pole and higher rotational speed. The wind current way begins from the air tank 
through the channel, control valve lastly enters the air engine. The wind current passage into 
engine will be dictated by the valve position, which is constrained by remotely connected 
voltage, meant by v[12].  

At the point when v rises to 5 voltage (V), the valve will remain at the center and both left 
and right passages will be shut. The valve will move to a correct position when v is over 5 V 
and completely open when v is equivalent to 10 V. Likewise, the valve will move left if v is 
under 5 V and will be completely opened at 0 V.  

5. CONCLUSION 

An air-fueled bike with fluffy rationale controller has been proposed and tried. The analysis 
information demonstrates that the speed mistake of the bike is inside 1 km/h and the 
productivity is above 70% for this framework when its speed is more than 20 km/h. The 
powerconsuming for this model is about 0.073 kw-hr per kilometer contrasted with 0.127 kw-
hr per kilometer for a normally utilized interior combusting motor bike. In spite of the fact 
that the effectiveness is higher for the model, the transportation separation isn't sufficient at 
the present stage. The future research will be centered around improving the proficiency and 
expanding the transportation separations for the air-fueled cruiser. 
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